
SPECIAL ORDER SPA INSULATOR COVER ORDER FORM

PO# PHONE (            ) FAX (            )

DEALER NAME CUSTOMER NAME

ADDRESS CITY ST ZIP

ORDERED BY DATE

MFR./MODEL OF SPA (must show dimensions below)

DIMENSIONS & RESPONSIBILITY PROVIDED BY:    Dealer Signature

COVER COLOR:   Standard Teak Designer Color

Designer Colors:  Call for color swatch.
Lite Gray, Charcoal, Black, Navy, Blue, Teal, Forest Green, Port, Oyster, Nugget, Walnut.

STRAPS: Yes   -   Special:  I want        straps & will indicate where on drawing below.
Extra straps = $6.00 per strap (4 are standard on each cover with 2 key locks)

HANDLES: Yes   -   Standard handles are put on each end of the spa cover parallel with the fold.
Extra handles = $5.25 per handle

NOTE:   For "ASTM 1346-91" safety approval, straps & handles are required.

SKIRT: No Yes, The skirt length in inches is            .
Skirts over 4"  = $5.00 per inch.  Split skirt (before & after corners) = $22.50 extra charge.

HINGE:   Show - - - - - for fold.  The hinge on all covers will always cut the longest dimension in half unless noted.

EXTRAS:__________________________________________________________________________________________

⇒ Measure to outside of flange.  Use inches on all measurements.
⇒ For shapes not shown here, covers will be made according to template.  Templates must be made of heavy non-stretch

clear plastic (painter's drop cloth).  Note which side is up. (There could be a template charge).
⇒ There is a charge of $50.00 NET for all covers made from old skins.
⇒ Covers greater than 96" please send over drawing, they are by quote only!
⇒ To determine approximate cost of cover, add the length & width, then divide in half = dimension to use
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